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Abstract
Objective: To reduce the cyber-attacks in IoT devices and also to provide security and reliable communication among the IoT devices and Edge servers, we
have designed an Eﬃcient Reputation-based Cyber-Attack Detection (ERCAD)
mechanism for the Bigdata environment. Methods: This work presents an Eﬃcient Reputation-based Cyber-Attack Detection (ERCAD) mechanism using the
trust-based method. This work provides reliability and security by employing a
trust-based security model and a feedback-based model. Moreover, to increase
the network performance of the model which the existing system lacks, our
model provides a reputation metric that classiﬁes the malicious IoT nodes.
Also, our model provides an eﬃcient reputation cyber-attack detection communication metric for Bigdata Environment. Findings: Most of the Existing
Reputation-Based Security (ERS) (1) , (2) , (3) models have achieved a good detection rate but have an increased failure rate. Furthermore, the ERS models have
more throughput with more energy consumption and are less reliable and have
not provided any QoS requirement and proper security for their models. Hence,
the ERCAD model achieves a very good attack detection rate of 22.04% with a
minimum detection failure rate of 33.89% for a wide range of attacks in comparison with Existing Reputation-Based Security (ERS) models. Moreover, the
ERCAD improves throughput by 22.40% and with a reduction of energy consumption of 40.032% in comparison with Existing Reputation-Based Security
(ERS) models and also is highly reliable by assuring QoS and security together.
Novelty: The ERS models have failed to attain a better attack detection rate
when the device is in the dynamic behavior. Further, are not eﬃcient in modeling feedback reliability. Hence, our ERCAD model provides a better attack detection rate when the device is in dynamic behavior and also provides a security
framework for classifying the malicious IoT nodes.
Keywords: Reliability; Security; Detection; BigData Environment; QoS
requirement
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1 Introduction
IoT devices are ranging from tiny wearable devices to large industrial IoT-based Bigdata applications. The age of IoT with
millions of associated gadgets has made a consistently bigger area for digital assailants to take advantage of, which has brought
about the requirement for quick and precise identification of attacks (4) . Due to this, there is an increase in communication with
no proper security to the IoT-based Bigdata applications. The advancements in smart devices, mass storage, communication,
and mobile computing designs in the last 10 years have achieved the occurrence of Bigdata, which includes an extraordinary
quantum of useful information created in different structures at a faster pace. The capacity to deal with these gigantic measures
of information continuously utilizing the Bigdata analytic tool brings in significant advantages that could be used in cyberattack detection frameworks. The intrusion detection system or cyberattack detection framework can extract useful information
in real-time by utilizing large data gathered from cloud computing, computers, sensors, and networks framework. This data
aids in detecting network/framework weaknesses and identifying attacks that getting more predominant and widespread and
modeling security models under that (5) . BigData analysis frameworks will be an integral part of modern powerful cyberthreat detection mechanism because of the prerequisite of faster computation of huge volume and velocity of information
collected through different means for establishing behavior, patterns, and anomalies as quick as conceivable to restrict system
vulnerabilities/weakness and enhance its stability (1) . Even though numerous Bigdata analytical frameworks have been designed
in the last decade, their use in the field of cyber-forensic certifications new methodologies considering numerous perspectives
that include following such as data processing considering the resource-starved device, data aggregation, real-time analysis,
and data sharing across intrusion detection system (IDS) (6) .
In recent times a wide range of IoT-based applications have been emphasized and deployed considering many interconnected
devices and generates an immense measure of information and push data towards cloud storage wirelessly. Thus, in IoT
applications providing security, privacy, and trust plays a significant part in the wide adoption of IoT. Trust is a key feature that is
used for establishing trustworthy communication between different devices to provide secure services. In (6) , a Deep RL-based
security model is presented for offloading execution. Here they considered both short and long-term interaction history into
consideration. Trust computation is the basic foundation that has been adopted in different distributed computing services such
as Cloud computing wireless sensor networks (2) , P2P communication (7) , Adhoc communication, and IoT edge computing (8) .
Unlike standard authentication schemes such as cryptography mechanisms, the trust (i.e., reputation)-based computing scheme
uses dynamic behavior pattern of user/service provider for establishing malicious service provider concerning the authenticated
service provider. The existing trust-based security methodology offers a good access control mechanism by comparing QoS
and helps in providing reliability by guaranteeing that all communicating devices are trustable during service provisioning (9) .
Recently, in the Bigdata environment different attacks and security threats have been introduced such as communication
attacks and physical attacks; for example, reply attacks, message tampering, message forging, and distributed denial of service
(DDoS) attacks (9) . The current problems prompt the absence of trust among IoT gadgets, which has delayed the general
acknowledgment of IoT edge computing service providers (IoT-ECSP) for outsourcing computing services. In this manner,
IoT-ECSP must assure trust to mitigate the worries of various end clients (10) . To guarantee the nature of cooperative assistance
practices and support to set up trust among IoT edge gadgets, the trust component is utilized, which is especially significant
because gadgets in edge computing environments have different expertise levels and assorted capacities, and there is a chance
of presence of malicious nodes who augment their advantages. In particular, IoT-ECSP is experiencing an assortment of
malicious behavior like collusive cheating, badmouth attacks, and false feedback (9) . Furthermore, how to develop an efficient
trust computational model for guarantying the effective execution of the given jobs, has become a hot research area of IoTECSP and Bigdata communication frameworks. Further, the major issues are how to compute the trust of IoT devices reliably
in IoT-ECSP and Bigdata communication frameworks.
In addressing the aforementioned issues number of trust-based security models have been presented IoT-ECSP and Bigdata
communication frameworks. In (10) presented a trust computation model for IoT device communication considering five trust
parameters such as trust propagation, trust architecture, trust algorithm, trust source, and trust metrics. In (11) presented a
blockchain-based trust computation model with help of mobile edge computing (MEC) to identify selfish edge attacks. Here
the selfish attacks are identified through reinforcement learning (RL) and then it’s broadcasted among neighboring mobile and
edge devices. To further improve detection accuracies modeled deep RL. In (12) , presented a multi-party authentication scheme
employing a blockchain mechanism for providing security and preserving privacy. Here timestamp information is used for
building trust and every party must be sent correct information within the stipulated time. Employed game theory (GT) for
guaranteeing fairness. Furthermore, the trust computation method is presented for the selection of trustable cluster head (CH)
and backup cluster head for eliminating malicious nodes and sharing valid information across the Bigdata collection framework.
In (13) presented a decentralized trust-based security model that guarantees SLA and privacy requirements. Here trust is
computed based on past interaction among public fog nodes to provision service to end-users. In (14) , employed blockchainhttps://www.indjst.org/
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based decentralized trust management technique. Here the data is transmitted to the node with the highest trustable parameter.
In (15) presented a probability-based trust computation model for the execution of a task with a privacy guarantee. However,
these models fail to assure the reliability requirement of application QoS and security prerequisites (3) . Further, existing models
have some important limitations. In (16) , they have given six methods to process and analyze the large Bigdata datasets.
First, very little work has been modeled considering Bigdata application under IoT edge computing environment focusing
on reliability issues employing a trust-based security model. Second, most of the existing trust-based security models neglect
collusion issues using feedback-based mechanisms; thus, the reliability of the model is reduced. Third, existing trust-based
security models lack the flexibility of global trust aggregation computation; thus, may result in an error in computing trust
value especially when IoT devices exhibit dynamic behavior such as sometimes behaving well and sometimes behaving badly.
Detection and removing such kinds of a device from the network are very difficult. Further, the user may give biased,
unfair, and selfish feedback for their benefit; Thus, affecting the reliability of communication. Lastly, existing reputation-based
frameworks are mainly designed considering a high resource availability environment; thus, when adopted to a resource-starved
environment induce significant overhead; as result affects network performance. For overcoming the research issues this paper
presents an efficient reputation-based cyber-attack detection mechanism for the Bigdata environment. Different reputation
metrics are modeled based on device interaction. Finally, secure communication metrics are presented to achieve high reliability.
The contribution of an efficient reputation-based cyber-attack detection model is given below.
• The ERCAD model achieves a very good attack detection rate with minimal detection failure rate wide range of attacks
in comparison with the standard reputation-based security mechanism.
• The ERCAD improves throughput with minimal energy consumption in comparison with the standard reputation-based
security mechanism.
• ERCAD is highly reliable by assuring QoS and security together.

2 Eﬃcient Reputation-based Cyber Attack detection Method For BigData
Environment
This section presents an efficient reputation-based cyber-attack detection mechanism for the BigData environment. First is the
system model of a secure Bigdata collection environment through thousands of interconnected IoT devices. Then, we have
presented various reputation metrics for building an efficient reputation-based cyber-attack detection mechanism. Finally, the
objective parameter is modeled for achieving reliable communication.

2.1 System model
This work presents the system model for securely collecting a large amount of data from thousands of interconnected IoT
devices toward gateway/edge servers and storing collected information into a cloud storage environment for provisioning
Bigdata applications (i.e., further processing). The architecture of the secure data collection model for provisioning the Bigdata
application is shown in Figure 1. These IoT devices are powered through batteries; thus, preserving batteries are of utmost
importance. Further, are composed of different sensors for collecting various sensory information through time or eventdriven, and are wireless with limited coverage. Thus, these IoT devices communicate through the intermediate device to
reach the destination. If one device is compromised (i.e., it is being attacked or turned malicious), then it affects the overall
communication of the network. One way of protecting information is to employ a cryptography mechanism; however, the
cryptography mechanism induces high computation overhead; thus, is not suitable considering battery constrained nature
of IoT devices which is deployed in a hazardous location where the replacement of batteries is nearly impossible. Recently,
a reputation-based security framework offers significant benefits considering such an environment. However, the standard
reputation-based security model cannot guarantee feedback reliability and are not efficient in detecting unfair and oscillating
behavior pattern of IoT devices; as a result, achieves poor detection accuracies and thus affects the overall performance of
the BigData collection network. To address this work present Efficient Reputation-based Cyber Attack Detection (ERCAD)
Mechanism for BigData environment.

https://www.indjst.org/
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Fig 1. The architecture of secure data collection model for provisioning Bigdata application.

2.2 Feedback-reliability reputation metric:
In this section, feedback-reliability reputation metrics are modeled for the Bigdata environment. Let consider Secuo (x, y) as a
parameter defining the total trust of IoT node x for IoT node y for carrying out certain tasks considering o association in uth time
interval is measured through the following equation
Secuo (x, y) = γ ∗ Secrec (x, y) + (1 − γ ) ∗ Secuo−1 (x, y) .

(1)

where parameter γ is adjusted based on recent failures µou (x, y) and its associated variance βou (x, y), Secrec defines recent
association trust experienced with respect to other IoT nodes. The feedback variance among IoT nodes x and y is collected
through mutual IoT nodes of x and y as follows
√
2
∑ p∈H (Secuo (x, p) − Secuo (y, p))
u
(2)
Vo (x, y) =
(H (x, y)|
where p defines the mutual IoT node, H (x, y) defines mutual IoT nodes with whom IoT nodes x and y have associated. In order
to obtain a relationship among IoT node x and(Ruo (x, y)), IoT node x initially relates Vou (x, y) with the connection difference H
and optimize it in the below equation

1 − Ruo−1 (x, y)

 Ru (x, y) +
, if Vuo (x, y) < H
o−1
u
X
Ro (x, y) =
(3)
1 − Ruo−1 (x, y)


Ruo−1 (x, y) −
, else
Y
where X and Y define reward and penalty parameters, respectively which can be optimized dynamically as per application
secureness prerequisite.
The above equation assures a certain level of security when all nodes behave good or bad all the time; however when nodes
keep changing their behavior state with high randomness the existing reputation-based security model provides poor results.
In addressing this work present improved reliability metrics. In this work higher weights are given to highly reliable devices
https://www.indjst.org/
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and lesser weights are given to nodes with less reliability. Let Fou (x, y) represent reliability parameter of IoT node y from IoT
node x′ s viewpoint as follow

log (Secuo (x, y))

1−
, if Ruo (x, y) > θ
u
Fo (x, y) =
(4)
log θ

0, else
where logθ defines the least value of likenesses tolerance.

2.3 Explicit reputation metric
Here explicit trust Lou (x, y) among IoT nodes x and y within one-hop neighbor with minimum o association considering uth
time interval is measured as follows
Lou (x, y) = Secuo (x, y) .

(5)

the above equation the IoT node x is given positive trust if IoT node y experiences a very good outcome considering x′ s
viewpoint.

2.4 Implicit reputation metric
Here implicit trust Guo (x, y) among IoT nodes for all adjacent IoT devices greater than one-hop range. Here IoT nodes collect
feedback from all neighboring nodes of the respective node with whom it wants to communicate securely. Later, the IoT nodes
cumulate this collected feedback for establishing an explicit reputation as follows

u
u
 ∑ p∈Z−{x} Fo (x, p) ∗ Lo (x, y)
, if |Z − {x}| > 0
u
u
Go (x, y) =
(6)
∑ p∈Z−{x} Fo (x, p)

0,
if |Z − {x}| = 0
where, Z = S (y) defines the set of IoT nodes that have communicated with IoT node y.

2.5 Current reputation metrics
Using both implicit and explicit reputation metrics the current reputation metric Cou (x, y) among IoT node x has on IoT node
y is computed as follows
Cou (x, y) = δ ∗ Lou (x, y) + (1 − δ ) ∗ Guo (x, y)

(7)

where δ defines weights for optimizing current reputation metrics.

2.6 Past experience reputation metric
The current reputation metric will turn old after certain interactions; these parameters are kept by each IoT device through an
exponential mean update for reducing storage overhead. Therefore, the past experience Lou (x, y) reputation that IoT node x on
IoT node y is computed as follows
Lou (x, y) =

u (x, y) +C u (x, y)
φ ∗ Lo−1
o−1
,
2

(8)

where L00 (x, y) = 0 and φ (0 ≤ φ ≤ 1) defines the parameter used for rewarding.

2.7 Anticipated reputation metric
In order to measure the anticipated reputation Fou (x, y) of IoT node y from IoT node x′ s viewpoint, this work uses both current
and past experience reputation metrics as follows
{
0, if neither L or C is available
u
Fo (x, y) =
(9)
α Cuo (x, y) + (1 − α )Luo (x, y) if either L or C is available
where α defines how an IoT device can come out of past experience reputation. In this work initially, the α is set to zero,
nonetheless, it can be optimized dynamically as per application need. Note the value of α should not be set very low as some
malicious nodes can become good and impact performance.
https://www.indjst.org/
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2.8 Unfair and oscillating trust evaluation
Using current reputation and future reputation metrics with tolerance factor the unfair and oscillating reputation metrics
Duo (x, y) is computed as follows

Cu (x, y) − Luo (x, y),


,
if Cuo (x, y) − Luo (x, y) > τ
 Duo−1 (x, y) + o
ρ
u
Do (x, y) =
(10)
Du (x, y) + Luo (x, y) − Cuo (x, y), if Cuo (x, y) − Luo (x, y) > −τ


 o−1
Duo−1 (x, y),
otherwise
where τ defines the tolerance parameter for optimizing reliabilities and ρ (ρ > 1) defines penalty facto for bounding oscillation
factor.

2.9 Reputation metric for classifying malicious IoT nodes
Using anticipated and unfair and oscillation reputation metric the final reputation metric for cyber-attack detection metric
Fou (x, y) is obtained as follows
Fou (x, y) = Fou (x, y) ∗ Duo (x, y) .

(11)

The above equation assures the node will communicate with the device that is expected to be good in the future and as well as
it will not change its state. The adoption of such a metric is very suitable for attaining efficient security methods for modern
BigData applications.

2.10 Eﬃcient reputation cyber-attack detection communication metric for BigData
environment
This section presents an efficient reputation-based cyber-attack detection communication model for the BigData environment.
Using Eq. (11), the malicious IoT nodes are eliminated from the network. Further, for improving efficiency and reliability the
IoT device with maximum trust are chosen for communication as follows
max∑ p∈Z−(x} Fou (x, y)

(12)

The newly added device will not have any reputation parameters. In such circumstances, the nodes are chosen in a probabilistic
manner as follows

Fou (x, y)

, if ∑ Fou (x, p) ̸= 0
∑ p∈V Fou (x, p)
P u (x, y) =
(13)
p∈V

arbitrarly choose any sensor device, else
Using Eq. (13) the IoT nodes from V will start communicating with the node having the highest trust value and nodes with zero
trust randomly selects a new node and communicate. The ERCAD model attains a much better attack detection rate with less
attack detection failure rate when compared with the existing reputation-based security mechanism which is validated through
an experiment in the below section.

3 Simulation Result and Analysis
In this section, simulation is conducted for studying the security effectiveness of ERCAD and the existing reputation-based
security (ERS) mechanism (1) , (11) , and (3) . The SENSORIA is used for creating data collection and edge computing layer and
CloudSim (17) is used for integrating the cloud layer. Sensoria was created with the goal of being simple to use while still
giving sophisticated simulations. Sensoria makes the entire process simple and systematic, starting with the selection of input
parameters and finishing with the graphic display of simulation outcomes. Sensoria has a visually appealing graphical interface
(GUI).
The parameters used are as follows, the simulation area for collecting a large amount of data is set to100m × 100m, a total
of 4 edge servers used, IoT devices are set to 1000, the attack rate is varied from 10%-40%, the IoT device communicates using
IEEE 802.11b MAC, the communication range of IoT device is set to 6 meters, sensing range is set to 3 meters, initial energy of
IoT devices varies from 0.05 − 0.2 Joules ( j), the bandwidth is set to 10000 bit/s, data packet length is set to 2000 bits, control
https://www.indjst.org/
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Table 1. Parameters of the dataset used for SENSORIA simulation
Parameter
Values
Simulation Area
100m*100m
Total number of servers
4
IoT devices used
1000
Attack Rate
10%-40%
IoT device Communication Protocol
IEEE 802.11b MAC
Communication Range of the IoT device 6 meters
Sensing Range of the IoT device
3 meters
Energy of the IoT device
0.05 − 0.2 Joules ( j)
Bandwidth of the IoT device
10000 bit/s
Data Packet Length
2000 bits
Control Packet Length
248 bits
Sensing of the IoT device
0.1 seconds
Amplification Energy of the IoT device
100 pJ/bit/m2
Idle Energy of the IoT device
50 nj/bit

packet length of 248 bits, sensing is done every 0.1 seconds, idle and amplification energy is set 50 nj/bit and 100 pJ/bit/m2,
respectively. The following performance metrics such as attack detection rate, attack detection failure rate, throughput, energy
consumption, and communication overhead have been analyzed using the SENSORIA simulation

3.1 Attack detection rate for varied attack rates
Here experiment is conducted by varying the attack rate from 10% to 40%, with an interval of 10%, and the attack detection rate
achieved using ERCAD and ERS is graphically shown in Figure 2. The ERCAD improves the detection rate by 13.33% when the
attack is set to 10% in comparison with ERS mechanism. The ERCAD improves the detection rate by 25.37% when the attack
is set to 20% in comparison with ERS mechanism. The ERCAD improves the detection rate by 18.03% when the attack is set
to 30% in comparison with ERS mechanism. Similarly, the ERCAD improves the detection rate by 17.105% when the attack
is set to 40% in comparison with ERS mechanism. An average attack detection rate enhancement of 22.04% is achieved using
ERCAD in comparison with ERS mechanism.

Fig 2. Attack detection ratevs attack rate (%)

3.2 Attack detection failure rate for varied attack rates:
Here experiment is conducted by varying the attack rate from 10% to 40%, with an interval of 10%, and the attack detection
failure rate achieved using ERCAD and ERS is graphically shown in Figure 3. The ERCAD improves the attack detection failure
rate by 28.57% when the attack is set to 10% in comparison with ERS mechanism. The ERCAD improves the attack detection
https://www.indjst.org/
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failure rate by 34.0% when the attack is set to 20% in comparison with ERS mechanism. The ERCAD improves the attack
detection failure rate by 22.0% when the attack is set to 30% in comparison with ERS mechanism. Similarly, the ERCAD
improves the attack detection failure rate by 51.02% when an attack is set to 40% in comparison with ERS mechanism. An
average attack detection failure rate enhancement of 33.89% is achieved using ERCAD in comparison with ERS mechanism.

Fig 3. Attack detectionfailure rate vs attack rate (%)

3.3 Throughput performance for varied attack rates:
Here experiment is conducted by varying the attack rate from 10% to 40%, with an interval of 10% and throughput achieved
using ERCAD and ERS is graphically shown in Figure 4. The ERS and ERCAD achieve a normalized throughput of 0.481
and 0.555, respectively when an attack is set to 10%. The ERS and ERCAD achieve a normalized throughput of 0.275 and
0.3685, respectively when an attack is set to 20%. The ERS and ERCAD achieve a normalized throughput of 0.205 and
0.2501, respectively when an attack is set to 30%. The ERS and ERCAD achieve a normalized throughput of 0.1326 and
0.1976, respectively when the attack is set to 40%. From Figure 4, it can be seen the ERCAD achieves an average throughput
enhancement of 22.4% in comparison with ERS mechanism. As the IoT devices increase, the throughput of our model has
better performance.

Fig 4. Throughput vs attackrate

3.4 Communication overhead for varied attack rates
Here experiment is conducted by varying the attack rate from 10% to 40%, with an interval of 10% and communication overhead
achieved using ERCAD and ERS is graphically shown in Figure 5. The ERCAD reduces communication overhead by 22.51%
when the attack is set to 10% in comparison with ERS mechanism. The ERCAD reduces communication overhead by 31.69%
https://www.indjst.org/
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when the attack is set to 20% in comparison with ERS mechanism. The ERCAD reduces communication overhead by 37.25%
when the attack is set to 30% in comparison with ERS mechanism. Similarly, the ERCAD reduces communication overhead
by 42.39% when the attack is set to 40% in comparison with ERS mechanism. An average reduces communication overhead
reduction of 33.46% is achieved using ERCAD in comparison with ERS mechanism.

Fig 5. Communicationoverhead vs attack rate

3.5 Energy consumption for varied attack rates
Here experiment is conducted by varying the attack rate from 10% to 40%, with an interval of 10%, and the average energy
consumption per packet induced using ERCAD and ERS is graphically shown in Figure 6. The ERCAD reduces average energy
consumption per packet by 19.89% when the attack is set to 10% in comparison with ERS mechanism. The ERCAD reduces
average energy consumption per packet by 45.32% when the attack is set to 20% in comparison with ERS mechanism. The
ERCAD reduces average energy consumption per packet by 47.2% when the attack is set to 30% in comparison with ERS
mechanism. Similarly, the ERCAD reduces average energy consumption per packet by 47.71% when the attack is set to 40% in
comparison with ERS mechanism. An average energy consumption per packet reduction of 40.032% is achieved using ERCAD
in comparison with ERS mechanism.

Fig 6. Energy consumption vsattack rate

3.6 Results and Discussions
From all the above results, it can be seen that our Efficient Reputation-based Cyber-Attack Detection (ERCAD) model presents
better results when compared with the existing reputation-based security (ERS) models in terms of attack detection rate, attack
detection failure rate, throughput performance, communication overhead, and energy consumption. As the ERS models are
not efficient in the dynamic environment and cannot provide better performance in terms of feedback reliability, our model
provides this by the detection of the attack using the oscillating device which exhibits whether the attack incoming is good
or bad for the system. This reduces the failure rate of the model and increases the performance of the model. Moreover, the
https://www.indjst.org/
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ERCAD improves detection rate by 22.04% and reduces the detection failure by 33.89%, achieves better throughput by 22.4%,
reduces communication overhead by 33.46%, and improves energy efficiency by 40.03% in comparison with ERS model; thus,
ERCAD assures higher reliability in comparison with ERS models.

4 Conclusion
This work mainly focuses to provide a security model for the IoT devices which reduce the cyber-attacks in the IoT devices
for the Big Data Environment. Hence, this paper presents an Efficient Reputation-Based Cyber-Attack Detection (ERCAD)
mechanism for the Big Data Environment. In this paper, first, we have presented the various works and drawbacks of the
Existing Reputation-Based Security (ERS) models. From the drawbacks, we have concluded that the existing system lacks a
good attack detection rate and has no method to classify the malicious nodes that are incoming to the IoT nodes. Moreover, the
ERS models have no proper means of security to reduce the attack detection failure rate. Moreover, the Existing ReputationBased Security (ERS) models are not efficient when the device exhibits dynamic behavior and also are not efficient in modeling
feedback reliability, and poor reliability. Hence, looking at all the drawback of the ERS models, we have presented a reputation
model which reduces the attack detection failure rate and increase the attack detection rate. Moreover, to provide better security
to the model, the ERCAD model provides a trust-based security model and a feedback-based model. Furthermore, our ERCAD
model achieves a very good attack detection rate of 22.04% with a minimum detection failure rate of 33.89% for a wide range
of attacks in comparison with Existing Reputation-Based Security (ERS) models. Moreover, the ERCAD improves throughput
by 22.40% and with a reduction of energy consumption of 40.032% in comparison with Existing Reputation-Based Security
(ERS) models and also is highly reliable by assuring QoS and security together. However, the ERCAD model is also efficient in
detecting oscillating devices (i.e., exhibiting good and bad behavior together). Hence, our ERCAD mechanism achieves very
good detection accuracy, less false classification, better throughput, less latencies, and high energy efficiency.
Future work would consider improving reputation metrics considering highly dynamic users. Furthermore, future work
would be to present communication metrics that can reduce overhead among the good user and also maintain the reliability
requirement of Bigdata applications.
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